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This report summarizes the process of writing, developing, directing and 
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Introduction 

 
For many of us, when we are young is when we create the most: gluing Fruit-

Loops onto crayon-colored Christmas trees, crumpling brown paper bags to resemble a 

fine Indian animal skin, combining shredded newspaper, Styrofoam, and green paint to 

make a mini-Stegosaurus. These are some of the many projects I remember creating as a 

child; crafting these tiny objects based on my interpretation of the world, was pretty 

much the daily norm. 

With the passing years and increasing responsibility that comes with adolescence, 

the time and opportunity for creation lessened. In my high school English class there 

was the rare opportunity to substitute make video for write paper; before the assignment 

was even fully explained, I knew my choice: make video. The process usually involved 

an embarrassingly poor performance or narration by myself and others, convincing an 

unwilling pet to participate in the production, and a harrowing half-day of figuring out 

how to wire two VCRs from different households together to edit. As disorganized as it 

was, making these videos for English class kept us all sane in a very competitive 

environment, and was an opportunity to express ourselves with few boundaries. 

For many years I became distracted with finding a suitable career for myself, and 

lost what it meant to create. The urge was always there, but follow-through was not. 

Aiming to continue the comfortable middle- and upper middle class lifestyle I had 

grown up with, I found myself in an unhappy career, yet struggled to find the support 

(both internal and external) to make a change. My thesis film, In This Place, is in a sense 

a documentation of my own struggle to give up security and stability for the crazy yet 

strangely fulfilling world of art and insecurity. The film is largely autobiographical- the 

character Jane in many ways carries the same fears and frustrations about filmmaking as 

I do- but also inspirational as her persistence is a reminder to me to keep on going, no 

matter how tough it gets, how little support I feel I have, or how alone I feel in the 

process. 

The making of In This Place was an exploration of the filmmaking process, and I 

looked at is as an opportunity to stretch my skills and knowledge in the areas that I was 

the weakest: writing and re-writing, collaboration, shooting on advanced and new formats 
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(35mm & RED One), greenscreen cinematography, and special effects/motion graphics. 

In this report I will discuss these aspects of the filmmaking process, addressing the 

obstacles and achievements in each, with respect to the three phases of production: pre-

production, production, and post-production. As the making of this film was a bit non-

traditional, especially for a low-budget student production, with the use of a variety of 

modes over a long period of time and over vast geographical distances, the phases at 

times were blurred. I was often shooting during pre-production, before the script was 

finished, as well as in post, once the film was in fine-cut stage. Because I was doing 

many technical things for the first time: using a 35mm camera, working with greenscreen 

and compositing, and employing motion graphics, I had to work in different phases of 

production simultaneously. This was not an ideal way to work in terms of cost or 

efficiency, but it was the course I took in order to increase my technical knowledge and 

experiment with new techniques. 
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Writing the Script 

 
Writing for me has always been a battle, and the writing of this script was no 

exception.  For my thesis film I wanted to make a narrative, in some ways to prove to 

myself that I could do it. I had tried to make a narrative for my pre-thesis and failed, so 

wanted to follow through this time. For me, film school was about giving myself creative 

space, but also challenging myself to do things that were difficult. I found writing and 

directing actors the most difficult aspects of filmmaking, so I wanted to get better at 

them. 

In the fall of 2007 I was in Steve Mims’ thesis pre-production class. I had finished 

my pre-thesis documentary film, The Ville, only a few weeks before and had spent the 

entire summer editing. I came to our first thesis prep class totally empty. I remember the 

lethargy shared among our class that day, with most of us without a clue as to what we 

were going to make in the coming year. Steve had an interesting plan, which I 

appreciated, and I think was the first step in overcoming my fear of writing: first, come 

up with three loglines for three separate ideas. The following week, write a treatment 

based on a logline. Then begin on the script. All this in the course of a month or so. By 

the middle of October I had the beginnings of my thesis script. 

Sitting down to write the script, I pondered the loglines and first treatment I had 

written, but was not moved by the ideas I had come up with. They felt sort of fake, like 

writing things I didn’t know about. My parents were in town visiting, and I felt the 

pressure to write something quickly so that I could spend time with them. New script 

ideas were not coming. So I started writing about how I felt.  

In 2006 my parents moved to Africa, "abandoning" me in film school and the vast 

state of Texas. I felt betrayed & alone, that I could no longer count on them for emotional 

support. I had to get through the stress of film production and intense relationships all on 

my own. I wrote how tragic the situation felt- that I had moved home to develop a 

stronger connection to my family, and they all took off within a year. First my brothers 

graduated from college and left immediately. A few months later my parents moved to 

Africa. And I realized how comedic it was, and how interesting it was that globalization 

was not just affecting the world market but when, and how, I saw my family.  I had a 
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jumping off point for a script. I had never written a comedy before, but was excited about 

an opportunity to deal with my own struggles in a creative, positive way. 

My classmates liked my first draft; they laughed out loud at many of the scenes. 

But I knew it was impossible to make- impossible, at least, for me. It was about me, and 

the loneliness I felt as my family was all so far away. Autobiographical: Hurdle 1. It 

must’ve had 15 scenes, one of which was on an airplane. Complicated scenes: Hurdle 2. 

And, it had the protagonist traipsing around a jungle, with lions. Fantasy elements: 

Hurdle 3. But Steve encouraged me to continue writing, and so did my peers. His 

enthusiasm freed me from worrying about technical complications, and enabled me to 

focus on writing something meaningful and enjoyable. I knew that I would discover a 

creative solution if I kept going down that path. 

The next semester, Matthew Jacobs involved our thesis class in comedy 

workshops, acting workshops, and scene exercises. He had great ideas on pushing the 

comedy in the film- humor through contradictions, going absurd, setting roadblocks at 

every prospect of the character’s success. Matthew and I met several times about the 

script, and his comments and advice were always helpful, but at the end of the semester I 

still felt like my script was not ready for shooting. It had gotten better, but I felt like I had 

pushed my own writing skills to the limit, so I looked for a writing collaborator. 

I had met JD Ho in my UTFI class that semester. She was a writer from the 

Michener Center and was focusing on screenwriting. I had never read any of her stuff 

(she was a producer in the class) but she was a hard worker. I approached her about 

collaborating on the script, fixing it up so that I could shoot it at the end of the summer. 

To my surprise, she agreed. 

JD didn’t entirely understand the script on her first reading; she found some of the 

characters and events confusing. We discussed my objectives for the story, and she asked 

me if she could throw my script away, and start anew. I was open to anything, so the next 

week we met with three new versions of my script, each with a slighting different style. 

Though the scripts had potential, they felt foreign to me; her characters had clear actions 

and objectives, but I felt that the progressions in each were too straightforward. I missed 

my own voice, one that was not so clear and ordered. Because this was a personal film, I 

needed to maintain a style that felt comfortable. JD agreed to go back to the original 
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script, fleshing out scenes and cutting others, but maintaining my slightly awkward, but 

uniquely me, style. It took three months, nearly the whole summer, of weekly meetings 

with JD to cut scenes, modify dialogue, and add a “middle.” 
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Pre-production 
 

Because I was still finalizing the script, and resources and crew were tied up on 

the UTFI feature shoot in July/August, I decided to push principal photography to 

December. Though it would delay my film, I felt it gave me a few advantages: I’d have a 

semester for location scouting and pre-production, and would be able to build my 

confidence in directing with Andrew Shea’s Advanced Directing (Dogme) class, which 

was being offered in the fall. Plus, I hadn’t started casting and was hoping to utilize the 

MFA actors, who would return to Austin in the fall.  

 

Shooting the Fantasy Scenes 

 
Since I pushed principal photography, I wanted to take advantage of the time and 

equipment during the summer. I decided to start working on the fantasy scenes, which 

would not be done during principal photography because they involved travelling to 

various locations around the country, and did not need any actors. When I originally 

wrote these scenes, I thought they would be animated in some fashion: either hand drawn 

or collaged. Having taken an After Effects course in the spring, I decided that 

compositing might be the way to go, but I needed to test it out. My final assignment in 

the After Effects course was to create a title sequence for a film. My professor Arie 

Stavchansky agreed to give me an extra few weeks to complete the assignment so that I 

could create a test title sequence for my thesis, which I wanted to shoot on 35mm in the 

Arizona desert. This was in May, three months before my script was finished.  

I took the 35mm III camera to Arizona, with a tripod, Zeiss superspeed lenses, 

and a few rolls of Kodak 200T and 500T.  We drove 1000 miles that week, from El Paso 

to Monument Valley in Arizona and back. Every time there was a fascinating landscape 

(there were a lot) we pulled over for a few minutes so I could set up the camera and shoot 

10-20 seconds of film. I had also recently bought a DSLR for the trip, because I thought I 

might have a use for stills in the film as well, and wanted to be able to shoot more stills 

than I had the time or money for on 35mm motion film. I wasn’t exactly sure what the 

stills would be used for, but I knew it was important to get them and would probably 

incorporate them into the film somehow. 
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In Arizona and New Mexico I shot about 20 backgrounds on 35mm. I transferred 

them to Digibeta (standard definition) without much thought, and when the footage came 

back I worked with Geoff Marslett to design a title sequence for the film I hadn’t yet 

made. I knew I wanted the main character to walk through the landscapes, and was 

strongly influenced by the title sequence in Juno. Geoff had greenscreen fabric leftover 

from his MARS shoot, so we hung it up on an outside wall. I asked my classmate Ruth 

Fertig to come over for an hour to be the actor, and she agreed. We tried using the stop-

motion animation software Frame Thief and have Ruth replicate a walk cycle one frame 

at a time.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.1. Walk cycle demonstration in front of greenscreen. 

 
A walk cycle is a series of 8 frames that, when animated, produces a walking motion. 

 

After a few failed attempts of capturing Ruth’s walk cycle, the process appeared 

too tedious for an actor to master in a short amount of time. It was tough for Ruth to 

maintain the positions and get them exactly right, so instead, we had her actually walk 

across the greenscreen while I photographed on burst mode. Her motion would not be 

quite as exact, but we could throw away frames during the composite if we needed to 
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smooth out her motion. I had her walk across and diagonally a few times each, and then 

stand still while the camera moved around her so that I’d have a few options. It was very 

un-scientific, but this process was much more natural than having an actor balance in 

eight different walking positions. We composited the footage of Ruth onto a selection of 

the 35mm plates, and then used a few motion graphics to transition between the 

backgrounds and titles. I still wasn’t sure how or if it would be used in the film, but was 

very excited about the outcome; it was definitely progress toward figuring out how I 

would shoot the fantasy scenes. I showed the test title sequence to collaborators and 

potential collaborators when we discussed the film, so they could understand the style I 

was going for.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.2. Test title sequence screen shots: Ruth composited onto 35mm plates. 
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At the end of July, I had the opportunity to go to San Francisco, and again I 

brought the 35mm camera with me. I needed jungle shots, and I figured I’d be able to 

find a lush northern California landscape to stand in for a central African jungle. Another 

example of pre-production and production collapsed into one, my classmate Laura 

Guichard and I drove around the Bay Area while I shot 35mm film plates. I didn’t know 

exactly how I would use the footage, but I knew I wanted Jane to walking through these 

landscapes so I shot what I thought might work. My script was further along at this point, 

but the fantasy scenes (the scenes I would use the jungle footage for) were still not 

mapped out yet. Aside from background plates, on this trip I also shot some foliage. I 

wanted the fantasy scenes to have more depth than the title sequence made with the 

Arizona footage, which with only two layers was a bit flat. I wanted Jane to walk 

“through” the jungle, not just in front of it. So we shot some individual ferns and flowers 

with blue and white screens behind, because I wasn’t sure which would work better, a 

luma key or a chroma key. Particularly exhausting about this process was that we were 

both location scouting and shooting at the same time, which we continued for about four 

days, and shot about 2000 feet of film.  

I asked Travis Benn to help design an opening sequence for when Jane is 

narrating, using the jungle footage I had shot, and recommending additional shots. I did 

have rough storyboards for this section, which I gave him. I know I wanted a layered 

collage look, panning down from the stars through mulit-layered landscapes. It took him 

a few weeks to come up with the first few frames, and it was a good start. I gave him 

several months to experiment, but unfortunately it never progressed from that initial 

sketch.  I put the opening sequence on hold, until I could find another collaborator. 

 

Casting 

 
With my script locked in August, I was ready to start casting and hiring the main 

crew. My biggest concern was finding the lead, because I knew that she would carry the 

film. I was interested in two people, both in the MFA program.  I emailed both of them at 

the end of August, and heard back from one. I met with her, and two weeks later, cast her 

in the film.  
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I was interested in Smaranda Ciceu as the lead because I had worked with her the 

preceding semester in UTFI, and appreciated the energy and focus she brought to her 

work. She also belonged to an improv group in Romania, and I liked her spontaneity. The 

one concern I had, which I expressed to her, was her accent. Jane was an American girl. 

Smaranda assured me that she’d work on perfecting her American accent, and she 

worked with a dialect coach all semester. 

For the other roles, I posted on various acting/crew website boards in Austin, and 

scoured local agency sites. I held a few auditions, and enlisted JD Ho, my co-writer, and 

Melissa Dalley, an old friend who had helped produce my first-year narrative film, to 

help film the casting sessions and assess the actors. 

Mark Scheibmeir came in for an audition; he was another MFA actor that I knew 

from UTFI and I was pleasantly surprised by his interest in the film.  He did an amazing 

job during the audition. I waited for a few weeks to cast in the film, because I wasn’t sure 

he’d play a convincing brother to Smaranda. 

Casting Jane’s youngest brother was a bit more difficult. Most of the actors that 

came in were a bit too stiff, or too old; I was hoping to improv scenes during rehearsals 

(and possibly shooting) and wanted someone who could be spontaneous and react to 

direction. I happened to find the youngest brother through Facebook, which was a bit 

unexpected. I signed up for an account so I could find out more about another actor I was 

interested in, and in the process got a message from a former student, Josh Holden. I 

asked him if he know of anyone for the role, and he ended up auditioning. Josh was a bit 

green; he memorized the entire scene for the audition! It made me laugh.  But he felt very 

naturally a younger brother to Jane, and after working with him during callbacks, both 

Smaranda and Jane were excited to work with him. He was the right age, had a good 

sense of humor, decent acting skills, and a strong likeness to the character I had 

imagined. 

I cast the remaining roles without auditions. Jonna Juul-Hansen (Mom) played an 

impressive First Lady in Geoff Marslett’s film MARS, which I had worked on as a crew 

member. She was great, maybe even too experienced for the role in my film (she was also 

in Oliver Stone’s W), but she was happy to join the team. Tom Green (Dad) had co-

starred alongside Smaranda in Clean House, a very funny play I had seen that fall at the 
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Zachary Scott Theater. And La Tasha Stephens was another MFA student with a talent 

for drawing laughs, and I thought would be great to have in as the Grant Administrator. 

Sean Tubbs, who played the African guard, was a late addition and also a member of the 

MFA acting class. 

 

Rehearsals 

 
Most of the rehearsal time was spent with Smaranda, working on pronunciation. 

She struggled with the American accent, so we spent several sessions reading through the 

script while she practiced and wrote out phonetic clues.  

I also brought La Tasha and Smaranda together about 10 days before the shoot to 

rehearse the office scene. I wanted to utilize La Tasha’s comic sensibility to both 

devastate Smaranda’s character and make audiences laugh. We spent a couple of hours 

rehearsing the lines and expanding the scene through improvisation. I videotaped the 

rehearsal, and wrote a scene for shooting that was twice as long as it was originally 

written (with the intention of cutting it down a bit during editing).  

Rehearsing with Mark was mostly to get him able to do a headstand, which I 

wanted him to be able to do on set. For some reason, even though I practice yoga myself, 

I find the activity pretty hilarious if taken too seriously, and I wanted Mark’s character to 

take it too seriously and continue to practice during Jane’s near-meltdown in the first 

scene of the film. 

The weekend before shooting, Alan and I dressed the bedroom location (which 

was my own bedroom) so that I could then do a rehearsal with Smaranda, Mark, and 

Josh. We didn’t spend any time rehearsing in the studio, because everyone had very busy 

schedules, and I felt that rehearsing outside of the actual location wouldn’t be particularly 

useful. The tent and the bedroom were crucial to the scene, and the blocking completely 

dependent on the layout and movement options within the room. 

 

Locations 

 
Finding locations was a HUGE job for this film, given that I had over 30 scenes, 

many in a different location. I asked a former student, Alan Lampert, who I knew was 
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interested in production design, to work on the film over the summer; he was the first 

crew member I had confirmed. Alan was working on a feature at the time, so we met in 

mid-August when he was done shooting. Up until the December shoot, we met weekly, 

and were in touch several days a week. JD helped location scout as well (she had agreed 

to help produce), but Alan did most of the on-the-ground work. One of the most 

important tasks for Alan was making Jane’s tent. I didn’t want to use an already-made 

tent, because I wanted it to feel homemade, to be made out of stuff from her brother’s 

room. In that way not only the structure itself, but also the materials used to build it, 

would physically represent the imposition Jane was making on her brothers. We 

discussed the homemade idea, and Alan came up with a plan to structure the tent with 

PVC pipe and dyed bed sheets, and to have Velcro-removable sides so that we could 

open up the walls for shooting if need be, and a few windows to shoot through.  

 

 

Figure 1.3. Jane’s original tent design.  

 
Principal photography locations other than the bedroom included: backyard, 

office, desert, canal, bar, English Manor, jungle, savannah, Harrison’s NYC architecture 

office, Mark’s Prague bedroom, and the parents’ Africa house. I decided that we would 

shoot everything (including greenscreen) during the main shoot, except for the jungle, 

waterfall, and savannah, which I would continue to scout on my own and shoot once the 

film was in a rough cut stage (so that I’d know exactly which angles, camera motion, and 

shot duration of the necessary plates). 

Because there were so many locations, and many of them for only a day or one-

half day of shooting and involving different combinations of actors, I wanted to be sure 
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we’d be able to schedule the scenes with our prospective locations. I sat down with my 

good friend and AD Soham Mehta a few weeks before the shoot to plan out the schedule 

in the most efficient way. While I had struggled with devising a logical schedule myself, 

Soham was very good at making the pieces of the location/actor scheduling puzzle fit so 

that we could confirm shoot dates with location owners.  

 

Visual Effects 

 
I storyboarded the film in late summer/early fall, and I wasn’t quite sure how we 

were going to pull off some of the effects shots. I wanted to do a test, mainly to 

investigate rigging, frame rates, and overall feasibility. We used the Sony EX-1 for this 

(not the camera I intended to shoot the film on), since I just wanted a rough idea and did 

not have the crew to handle a larger test shoot. For the greenscreen, we used scraps from 

MARS and Travis Benn’s recent shoot. I had asked Hua Liu to be my Director of 

Photography a few weeks prior, and he enlisted Yuta Yamaguchi to help light the test. 

Alan was in charge of props/gags, and Travis was there to help with greenscreen setup 

and VFX consulting. The shots we tested were: 

 
1. Jane landing in the Savannah (dust scattering) 
2. Jane swinging on a rope (rigging, frame rates) 
3. 180 degree pan around Jane (feasibility) 
4. Flying carpet (rigging, feasibility) 

 

For the first shot we lined the ground with used flour to simulate dust, and were 

interested in seeing how the flour would disperse upon impact. We shot it at a few 

different frame rates, and decided that 48fps gave the most visual impact. The flour, 

being finely ground, dispersed well. But it also reflected green very well, making it 

nearly impossible to key. (During the actual shoot, we would shoot the scene with a black 

background, which would provide different challenges).  
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Figure 1.4. Prepping the flour during the greenscreen test. Photo by Alan Lampert 

 

We tested the rope swing to see how well Studio 4C (which has a suspended grid) 

would work for rigging, and to see if motion blur would make keying difficult. We 

decided that Studio 4D would be better for rigging, because it had a stationary grid. 

Keying this shot at 48 fps produced nice results. 

 

 
Figure 1.5. Testing the rope swing for stability, frame rate, and keying. 

 

We tested the 180 degree pan around Jane using a sit-and-spin. Instead of panning 

the camera around the subject, we would keep the camera still and rotate the subject. We 

were hoping to find a larger lazy-Susan type rig, but this was the best we found. We took 

off the top wheel of the sit-and-spin, and the base was already a chroma-key green so we 
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didn’t need to pain it. This shot seemed to work pretty well; for the actual shoot we 

attached a rope to the sit-and-spin to keep the operator’s body out of frame. 

We also spent a lot of time trying to figure out how to simulate a flying carpet. 

Our original idea was to hang each person from a harness, and support the carpet 

underneath while moving the camera toward and under the carpet. We tried a few takes 

of this with Alan in a harness, and it just didn’t look believable. His body appeared 

suspended, and it was difficult to orient the carpet underneath him without creating huge 

bulge in the center. We didn’t have a solution at the time, but I at least knew we could 

have to figure out an alternative for the shoot. 

 

 
Figure 1.6. Trying out the sit-n-spin. Photo by Alan Lampert. 

 

Directing Actors 

 
During pre-production, I was also taking Andrew Shea’s Advanced Directing 

class, which was a collaborative effort from RTF directors (mostly MFAs) and Theatre & 

Dance actors. That semester we rehearsed and presented actor/director collaborative 

scenes in class each week, based on the principles of Dogme filmmaking. The story I 

worked on had nothing to do with my thesis film, but rehearsing with two actors each 

week built up my confidence as well as refined my sensitivity to performance. My only 
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experience working with actors up to this point was during my first year of graduate 

school, were I directed a scene from a play and my short film Reservations, and in the 

spring of my 4th year, where I directed a scene from my work-in-progress thesis script. I 

wanted to feel more confident working with actors, so taking this hands-on class was a 

very important part of preparing to shoot my thesis at the end of the semester. A large 

part of the Dogme class was also improvisation, and it was good practice for me to be 

able to think and react quickly to a performance, because I wanted to be able to work this 

way with Smaranda, Mark, Josh, and La Tasha. One facet of directing that I find difficult 

is responding to the scene and making adjustments in the moment. I tend to be a more 

reflective person that needs to “sit on things” for a bit, so every scene throughout the 

course of the semester that I was able to act in, direct, or observe was great preparation 

for directing In This Place. 

 

Camera selection 

 
I went back and forth on which camera to use for principal photography. I knew 

that I wanted to shoot the fantasy scenes on 35mm, but I was considering both s16mm 

and the RED for the rest of the shoot. Even though the RED had been getting rave 

reviews, it was a new camera and surrounded by hype. I wasn’t convinced I would like 

the look. I talked to John Fiege about using his camera, and he gave me some of his test 

footage, which I projected on the HD projector in 4D. It looked pretty good, though it 

was all shot in daylight (the RED sensor was designed for 320 ASA in daylight). I was 

unsure of the post workflow, so I talked with Brandon Thomas, who had worked with 

RED footage, and another RED owner, Dusty Cross, about everything from shooting 

(optimal ISO and color temperature, basic settings), capturing (which codec), color 

correcting (2k or 4k?) and final out (2k or 4k?). The technical concerns were the ones I 

was most worried about, since I had never shot with this type of camera before and there 

were a lot of opinions on the internet and in magazines at the time. I was also the first 

person (that I know of) at UT to consider shooting on the RED, and ultimately, the first 

one to do so.  I wanted to make sure that UT also had the capability of handling the RED 

footage, so I spoke with Susanne Kraft, the department post production technician. She 
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did a bit of research as well, and assured me that the UT systems would handle the 

footage. 

 I decided on the RED because for a known cost I would be able to shoot as many 

takes as I needed, would not have to deal with camera noise, or with film jams. My DP 

was more familiar and comfortable with digital as well. I wanted to avoid any situation 

where I’d be directing and double-checking exposures, trouble shooting camera 

problems, etc. As much as I loved film, I was going to go digital for part of project. 
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Production 
 

 For the shoot I will not cover each scene, but will only highlight areas that were 

particularly difficult or involved planning for effects shots. One thing that made this 

shoot difficult was that I wasn’t sure how I was going to pull off some of the effects, and 

we were shooting in the greenscreen studio last. I had to match shots on location with 

these yet to be planned and shot greenscreen shots. So there was a bit of guessing 

involved. Luckily it worked out, because I didn’t need to pick up any shots. 

 We started the shoot off with 2 locations, but a fairly light day of shooting. This 

was largely on the advice of Soham, and I thought it was a good idea to start off easy, 

especially because the following three days would be overnight shoots, and the most 

challenging scenes. 

 The first scene was a fantasy scene of Mark in a Prague bar, which we shot in the 

Draughthouse (an English-inspired pub in central Austin). The scene was a single shot, a 

pan from a single to a 2-shot. I wasn’t sure how well the compositing with a pan would 

work, so we shot it two ways: first, with greenscreen on the RED and a companion 

panning background plate, and second on 35mm without a greenscreen. This meant doing 

the scene several times, and having to switch out props each take (foamy beer glasses) 

and dirty up the table to minimize the green reflection. We also had a relatively small 

greenscreen cloth, about 4’ x 8’, so we had to practice “walking” the greenscreen at the 

same rate as the camera pan. Not impossible, but another thing to worry about and 

rehearse. We had a light day, so time wasn’t too much of an issue. Another thing we ran 

into was the aspect ratio: for some reason I wasn’t thinking about 4:3 vs. 16:9, and the 

Arri BL has Academy (4:3) ground glass. I wasn’t sure if the fantasy scenes would be 4:3 

(standard def aspect ration) or 16:9 (HD aspect ratio). The RED footage was going to be 

16:9. So we eyeballed the frame for cropping to 16:9, and made it look as good as we 

could for both.  

 On the second day of shooting, we again shot in two different locations, each of 

which needed to be dressed and then blocked. We shot Jane’s brothers: first Mark, in his 

Prague apartment (a clay studio in East Austin), and then Harrison in his NYC office (an 

architecture firm in downtown Austin). Each of these scenes was fairly straightforward, 
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but I also needed to get a shot of each getting “picked up” by Jane. We hadn’t yet shot 

Jane on the magic carpet, so we had to imagine those shots and do the best we could.  

First was Mark. In a prior scene in his room, he was watching the tape Jane mailed him, 

and sitting on his mattress on the floor. We shot this in a medium close up. To get Mark’s 

coverage of getting picked up by Jane, we basically shot a few takes of him reaching up 

with his arms and standing up from his seated position, as if he were being pulled up by 

an out-of-frame rope. To sell the ideas of a rope being dropped from above, and that Jane 

was flying overhead, I also got coverage of Mark looking up from the television, as if he 

heard something, and then a reaction shot of him in the same position. These shots were 

not initially storyboarded, but they were quick made sense in the scene. Once we were in 

the studio, we would then shoot matching action of Mark getting pulled up via a rope, 

this time in front of the greenscreen. So we also shot a plate of his bedroom so that we 

could use that in the composite. 

 Shooting Harrison’s office had a few challenges- once we selected his personal 

area in the space, and the conference room, we realized that we needed most of the shots 

to be at night. Since I didn’t know exactly how I’d be editing the coverage, I decided to 

wait till dark to shoot any of the footage so that I could use the shots in any order in the 

final edit. So we spent the first few hours dressing the set and figuring out the shots. This 

was probably least prepared scene, schedule wise, because once it got dark we’d only 

have an hour or two to shoot and wrap to maintain our 12 hour day. One of the shots 

involved Harrison watching Jane’s tape on the TV- actually seeing the TV play the 

footage. We shot this two different ways; once with the tape actually coming up, and 

once with a black screen and tracking marks. (We used tracking marks because the 

camera was handheld). We didn’t have a chance to test how the RED dealt with a non-

sync TV screen, so we had to shoot it both ways. We ended up not having to composite, 

because the TV ended up not rolling too badly. We also had to shoot Harrison getting 

picked up by Jane, and for this one she was literally going to swing in on a vine and pick 

him up. So we knew we’d need a background plate. This was a shot I was still unsure 

about how to pull off, and it was technically more difficult than the previous scene when 

Jane picks up Mark. For coverage, we shot a medium close up of Harrison looking up and 

reacting to Jane swinging in. I thought we might need a cut point, so we also shot close 
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up coverage of Harrison looking at the tape in his hands. I ended up needing this footage, 

so I’m glad we shot it. I was, at the time, worried about how we were going to pull off 

this effect but we luckily figured out a solution once we shot in the studio, so I didn’t 

need to do pickups. 

 The next day, Day 3, was one of the hardest days, because we in addition to 

shooting effects, we were transitioning into night shoots. We started in the afternoon with 

the greenscreen shots.  At the last minute we were able to get an old Toyota Landcruiser 

for the shoot, but we already made arrangements to use our backup vehicle, a used Volvo 

sedan. So we shot both, with the idea that in reality she gets into her Volvo, and as she 

drives into her fantasy it then becomes a more iconic adventure vehicle. Again, I didn’t 

know how I was going to edit this transition, but I shot her dialogue in both cars, and shot 

a both a close up and wide of Jane in the Landcruiser, and a close up of her in the Volvo. 

The tricky part about the Volvo shots was that I wanted her to transition from reality to 

fantasy within the shot, so we had to shoot Smaranda driving onto a greenscreen.  Since 

our greenscreen was fairly small, it took some practicing to get her timing right. It was 

important for me for Jane to transition into the fantasy when she discusses her own 

family members: 

 

JANE 
  Jane Goodall had Derek Bryceson. Mary Kingsley travelled with  
  Lady MacDonald. And me… 
 

(shot transition from reality to fantasy) 
 

JANE (CONT’D) 
  I have Mark. And Harrison. And mom and dad. 
 

We also weren’t able to rent a car mount, because I had completely forgotten about this 

shot, and it was the weekend, so we pushed the car and did a handheld shot through the 

window, with the RED resting on the window frame. This was probably a shot with one 

of the most takes, which was around 8 or 9.  We shot it right in front of my house, which 

was where the later scenes (the bedroom scenes at night) were to be shot.  This shot was 

particularly difficult to key, because of the reflection in the mirror, the green spill on the 

reflective leather seats, and on Smaranda’s skin and hair. Also, part of the greenscreen 
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was tilted a bit toward the sun, so it was reflecting a lot of light and was nearly white in 

places.   

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.1. Screenshots of Jane’s transition from reality to fantasy.  

 
 The bottom image has a title, which I would use during editing to clarify 

unfinished greenscreen shots. 
 

 The effects shot of Smaranda in the Landcruiser was a bit easier, but still had 

some challenges. We shot it stationary in the office parking lot next door to my house, 

which worked out because it was a weekend so it was empty. To make it look like Jane 

was actually driving, I had her look out the window in different directions, turn the 

steering wheel a bit, and shift gears at the end to imply acceleration. Because shooting in 
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front of a greenscreen can be a bit weird for an actor, I would talk to Smaranda in the 

shot, providing her explanation as to what she might be seeing. I could only do this on 

non-dialogue takes. Since we were seeing the whole car, a challenge was getting sound, 

and getting enough fill light on her face. The sound recordist that day, Karlo Montano, 

who is not a small guy, had to lay in the back of the Landcruiser and hold the microphone 

behind Smaranda, just out of frame. We placed a reflector just out of frame in the 

passenger seat, angled up, so that Smaranda wasn’t entirely in silhouette. Another issue 

we had was the sun receding, which forced a shadow onto the car from a huge live oak in 

the middle of the parking lot. We used a C stand to elevate the problematic branches a 

bit, minimizing the shadow, but we had to Photoshop out some of the shadows that fell 

on the car in the final shot. Shadows, obviously, would not have worked in the final shot 

because a moving car would need moving shadows, and the scene was supposed to be 

high-key. 

 

 
Figure 2.2. Greenscreen setup for Jane in the Landcruiser. 

 
We did not have enough green for the entire car, but the most important part 
was around Jane. Since the car itself was not moving, it was rotoscoped (cut 
out by hand) from the background in places where there was no green. The 
shadow on the back end of the car had to be painted out. Since the greenscreen 
was cobbled together from different materials, each piece reflected light 
differently, increasing the difficulty of the key. 
 

 These two driving shots were experiments, and I hoped to get enough coverage 

with and without dialogue so that I would have options in the cut. I also knew that I 
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would be intercutting with shots of her family, so I’d be able to cut in and out of the same 

shot without jumping. 

 Early evening we moved into the house to work on the bedroom scene, where we 

stayed for the next two nights.  This was the first real “scene” that we shot, and had no 

special effects so the focus was on the acting and on getting coverage. The additional 

challenge was shooting it at night. We had rehearsed the scene a few times already in the 

space, and had added and subtracted lines based on those rehearsals, but it was still a 

challenge. We ended up shooting the wide first and then improvising our way through it, 

based upon our shot list but not totally following it. This first night in the bedroom I was 

not entirely happy about how the shots were going, so the next night we started with Jane 

inside the tent. Once I had built that scene, the first time we were introduced to Jane, I 

could relax and move outside the tent. It helped me assess the tone of the rest of the 

scene. 

 The third night of shooting was also night shots, this time just Jane. We shot the 

kitchen scene where she discovers the photos of her family, and two scenes in her room: 

a phone call to Mark, and making the collage with her family.  For this final scenes I 

didn’t have a flushed out shot list; there was no dialogue so we just shot several actions. I 

was a bit worried how this would translate in the edit, but I was pleased how it turned out. 

Since we did have a specific collage for her to design, I decided later in the editing stage 

to continue the scene with an animation of the collage she was working on. This day of 

shooting I was very happy to be working with Smaranda, she seemed to understand what 

I was going for with Jane’s character. She was very sensitive to direction and gave me a 

few different options without hesitation. 

 One of the toughest parts of the shoot, aside from these night shoots, was the final 

three days, where we shot green screen. Being in the studio allowed us to have a much 

larger greenscreen (we painted three flats for a 12x9 area), but I found it very difficult to 

direct the actors in an empty environment. What made it easier, however, was that the 

crew seemed to really enjoy this part of the shoot. Most of my crew was undergrads, and 

shooting on greenscreen was new to most of them. We had a few stunts to pull off, which 

made it exciting for everyone to have a role in doing something different.  
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 Travis Benn came up with a good idea for the shot where we needed to pick up 

Harrison from the office. We had Harrison stand on a skateboard (which one of the crew 

members had on set!). Then we had Jane (me as Smaranda’s stunt double) swing in on a 

rope, and latch on to Harrison’s waist, pulling him with her as she swings out of frame. 

We had to practice this a bit to get the momentum and point of impact right, but it did the 

job.  

 
Figure 2.3. Rescuing Harrison from the office. 

 

 The most challenging shot was the family on the flying carpet. I wanted this to be 

the last shot of the film, where everyone was together, and to have the carpet fly above 

camera. For this shot, I consulted Bob Howell a few weeks before the production. Our 

test with the rock climbing harnesses did not work out, and I wasn’t sure how to pull this 

off. Bob designed the props for MARS, and was a mechanical engineer, so I thought he 

would be a good resource. Bob suggested using scaffolding, with the carpet sitting on 

top. Luckily at school we had two rolling scaffolds. We assembled those, suspended a 

sheet of plywood between the two, and put the carpet on top. The rig was about 6 ½ feet 

tall, and there was just enough room for five people to sit on top. 
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Figure 2.4. Assembling and testing the Magic Carpet rig. 

  

With the rig assembly a success, we then spent a few hours practicing the move. We had 

the camera mounted to a Port-a-Jib, which was on a doorway dolly. For the start of the 

shot, the camera was 8 or 9 feet off the ground, in a MCU of Jane. We then pulled back, 

revealing the family, and pushed forward and under the rig, to give the appearance of the 

carpet flying overhead. This was quite a bit of choreography for the rig we had, 

especially for the 1st AC Brian Nelligan. In the end we were able to get the shot, and do 

one more option where the camera starts low, and jibs up to reveal Jane before 

completing the rest of the move. This is the shot I ended up using in the film. 
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Figure 2.5. Practicing the move for the final shot of the film. 

Brian was pushed on a rolling office chair so that he could travel and pull focus. 
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Post Production 
 

 Post production involved taking the REDcode files and bringing them into Final 

Cut Pro, editing, keying, rotoscoping, compositing, sound designing, scoring, ADR, and 

sound mixing. This process took about twice as long as I had originally estimated, mostly 

due to the effects work. Post production started at the end of January, when I started 

transcoding the footage, and ended in early November with the final effects and color 

correction. 

 

Working with REDcode 

 
 REDcode is the codec used by the RED camera, and is technically: 

  a variable bit rate codec, which allows raw sensor data at  
 resolutions of up to 4096x2304 [4k] to be compressed sufficiently for 
practical on-camera recording. It is a lossy codec, meaning that the image that is 
captured is not mathematically the same as the image that is  decompressed 
from the originally captured data. Visually, though, the data is ‘the same.’ 
 

Susanne Kraft installed the REDcode plug-in for Final Cut Pro, but it is a codec that 

requires an extremely fast process to play in real time. I initially tried working natively 

(with a 2k proxy of the REDcode files) but our dual 8 core processors were not fast 

enough. Apple ProRes HQ is a less processor-intensive format, so with the suggestion of 

Susanne and a few others I decided to transcode my footage to ProRes, which 

downconverted the files to 2K (2048x1152) and produced self-contained quicktimes. My 

final output (film out) would be 1920x1080, on an HD CAM tape, which is the highest 

quality output we have in RTF. By working in 2K I had more information available to me 

than would be in the final output. It took about three days to transcode the files to ProRes, 

but after doing so I had no problem editing and playing the clips back in real time. 

 

Editing 

 My editing process involved watching and taking notes on the footage as I 

organized the files by scene and shot. I had a notebook wherein I would write my initial 

reaction; technical, emotional, or both. This is something I learned to do in Anne Lewis’ 
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class when working with documentary footage, and I thought I would try it for narrative. 

Taking notes, whether I looked at all of them again or not, gave me a good sense of the 

footage I had to work with, and aided in committing much of it to memory. I did often go 

back to my notes when a scene became difficult and wanted to see what my options were.  

 Once I logged all of the footage and synced sound, I began the edit process. I 

wanted to start right away because I knew that the effects were going to be time-intensive 

and I wanted to finish the film at the beginning of the summer. I did, however, want to 

work with an editor, so I looked for one while I began the edit. I first worked with Angela 

Chen, who tackled the bedroom scene. I struggled with the timing of the scene, because I 

was trying to lose some lines and still keep the pacing right. We fortunately had a lot of 

footage to work with. Angela worked on the scene for about a month and made some 

good choices, but she was too slow and distracted by her thesis film, which I had shot. I 

was worried that if left in her care, the edit would not progress, so I dove back in after her 

shoot. I then found another editor, Alicia Choina, who had graduated two years prior. She 

had a full time job, but was willing to come in a few hours a week to work on the office 

scene, another scene I struggled with. She was technically very good, and I appreciated 

the help she gave. 

 The biggest structural change I made to the film was moving the jungle scene 

from the beginning of the film, to right before Jane picks up her family. I originally 

wanted to start with the jungle scene, to introduce the style of the film and the way Jane 

sees herself as an explorer, but it worked better directly after the collage scene, becoming 

the product of her re-found creative expression, and inspiration for including her family 

in the adventure. To compensate for losing a fantasy scene at the beginning of the film, I 

added the test title sequence back in, which involved matching the shots of Ruth to new 

shots of Smaranda, and adding in a few more landscapes.  

 

Effects 

 Once I had a rough cut, I was able to pass on the footage for keying (even though 

the backgrounds were not shot). Travis Benn was still on the project, and Elijah Parker 

was excited to help out. In the end, Elijah was the more dedicated of the pair. He spent 

the latter half of the spring semester and nearly the entire summer keying footage. I had 
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gone on a location scout in San Francisco in the spring, and had shot some miniDV of the 

locations. Elijah composited the keyed shots onto the miniDV footage, so we could get a 

sense of how the final composite would look. This was poor-man’s pre-viz 

(previsualization). Pre-viz would usually be done before any real shooting was done, but 

I didn’t have that option, so we previsualized before committing shooting any additional 

35mm plates.  This compositing was quick to do because once Jane was keyed, it was just 

a matter of laying in a background. Elijah would then export these shots as low-resolution 

quicktimes, which I would lay back into the edit. Being able to see the fantasy scenes 

with real backgrounds, rather than green, gave me a better sense of the timing in the edit. 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Previsualization: Composite onto temporary DV footage. 

 
 The scale of this is obviously incorrect, and I had intended to have Jane 

swing across a waterfall. Since I had not yet found a waterfall, I was 
interested to see if it would work across foliage. The shot did not feel 
powerful enough, so I continued to search for a waterfall for the shot. 

 

In June I went back to San Francisco, and brought a quicktime of the edited jungle and 

savannah fantasy scenes with the temporary backgrounds. I had to wait till June for a few 

reasons: the “jungle” foliage, which was comprised primarily of the plant Gunnera, had 

died back in the winter and wouldn’t be fully grown until mid-late summer, and the 

grasses that were to serve as African Savannah would not become golden until the dry 

season, which usually happened no earlier than late May/early June. Before shooting each 

plate, I would watch the quicktime to see about composition and timing. One of the shots 
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in particular (the 180 degree pan around Jane in the Savanna, which we filmed with 

Smaranda on the sit-n-spin) required camera movement, so I timed the pan to match the 

length of the shot. I was not concerned with the pan speed being exact, because these 

composites were supposed to look “collaged.” I talked with Geoff Marslett and Mike 

Werkle (who does pre-visualization for Hollywood) and they agreed that a background 

pan could move at a different speed than Jane, and produce an interesting effect. 

 Once the 35mm plates were shot and digitized (also to Apple ProRes), Elijah was 

then able to composite the footage of Jane onto the real plates.  

 

     

     

     
Figure 3.2. Comparison of Pre-Visualization shots with final composites. 

The previsualization backgrounds were shot in the same location as the final shot, in El 
Dorado County, CA. Previsualization was done in the spring, and the 35mm plates were 
shot in June.  
 
 There were a few shots that were particularly difficult because of tracking and or 

keying: all the flying carpet shots, Jane driving, and Jane landing in the savannah. For 
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these shots, I enlisted the help of Brandon Thomas, who had a few years’ experience with 

After Effects. He cleaned up the difficult driving shot, which had a lot of green spill, and 

a not-so-green greenscreen, he motion tracked and stabilized some of the flying carpet 

backgrounds (which were shot handheld and quite bouncy), added clouds to Mark getting 

pulled through the sky, and he worked on the shot of Jane jumping into the flour 

(savannah). 

 I went back in to some of the shots that Elijah had composited (the jungle shots) 

and added a few more layers. I wanted these scenes to feel very lush, and had made some 

mockups in Photoshop for Elijah to look at. He made a few passes on theses shots, and 

they were fine for the fine cut stage, but once I started laying everything in, and added the 

score and sound mix, I wanted to add density to the shots. I hadn’t done any of the 

compositing to this point, but had supervised the entire process, often sitting in on 

compositing sessions. I spent another few weeks adding in additional layers of ferns and 

flowers to most of the jungle shots. It took me this amount of time to get the tracking 

right on each of the shots (several of the shots were panning), and to color correct each 

plant so that it fit more naturally into the environment. Again, my intention was not to 

make a “perfect” composite, but one that create a cohesive fantasy world. 

 The most difficult part of the composite process was working through the 

technical details, and managing people. Initially I worked mostly with Elijah and Travis, 

and I wasn’t always getting clean keys. I had to be very specific about what I wanted 

(often the shots would come back shorter than needed, or with the incorrect background, 

or there would be a glitch in the render), and it was difficult to manage every detail. 

Keying and compositing are extremely labor intensive, so it involved setting and 

updating deadlines every week for the course of six months. Much of the keying was 

done in stages, rougher at first and then more refined when backgrounds were put in, and 

the tracking marks were removed last. One of the difficult shots, where Smaranda jumped 

into the flour, required a frame-by-frame rotoscope because we shot it on a black 

background and the key was not working out. I handed this shot off to another recent 

graduate, Katchi Riggs, because I didn’t want to add to Elijah’s workload. Because the 

process was so detail-oriented, and I only had limited knowledge of compositing, I used 

Geoff Marslett as a resource throughout the entire process. I was essentially the post 
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production supervisor, but had never done the work that Travis, Elijah, Katchi, and 

Brandon were doing, so I needed the expertise of an outside person to help me manage 

the team.  I would often run deadlines by Geoff to see if he found them reasonable. Or if 

someone on the team said that a shot was “impossible” or “unusable” I would consult 

Geoff. After supervising a film shot entirely on greenscreen for the last year and a half, 

he had a good understanding of different approaches and what was or was not possible 

with the software we had available to us. By working with Geoff, I was able to get the 

shots completed that I needed, without any reshoots. 

 

Score and Sound Design 

 
 The sounds of the film were a very important component to setting the playful 

mood of the film. I was lucky to work with Hanan Townsend on the score, who is 

talented and creative. We started talking about the music well before I was finished 

cutting the film, because I wanted to have a unique soundtrack that played up the fantasy 

elements. Ultimately we went with a combination of western instruments and African 

themes. 

 The sound design had a lot of challenges, especially for the fantasy scenes. I 

wanted the soundscapes to be as lush as the imagery, which meant lots of layers. We 

compiled many of these sounds from the UT sound library, effects DVDs from the UT 

library, and Tom Hammond’s (my sound mixer) personal collection. We even used a 

piece of design work that he composed for Terrence Malick. 

 

The Final Product 

 
 Making  In This Place was a journey in problem solving, patience, and dedication. 

When I set out to make a narrative film for my thesis, I wanted to challenge myself with 

working with actors and crafting story. I often work as a cinematographer, I also thought 

that directing my own fiction piece would make me a stronger DP. Little did I know, 

though the amount of knowledge I would gain in the world of special effects. It was a fun 

journey, and in the end I believe I did become better with actors, but the real strength of 

the film is in the visuals.  
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Appendix 1: Shooting Script

 

TITLE SEQUENCE *

Jungle sounds.

FADE UP:

A VAST STAR-FIELD FILLS THE SCREEN1 1

JANE (V.O.)
(close)

...In the farthest reaches of our 
universe the explorer must find a 
home... or...

The star-field gradually starts to orbit overhead and then a 
speeded up dawn mist obscures it from view.

JANE (CONT’D)
...something close enough.

We MOVE DOWN from the mist to reveal an-

EXT. EXOTIC JUNGLE HORIZON2 2

and we continue down to move into the-

EXT. JUNGLE - DAY - (35MM COMPOSITE PLATES/LIVE ACTION)3 3

In the heart of its flora we find JANE - 20 something, cute, 
slightly gawky, determinedly photographing everything she 
sees: Ferns, exotic flowers, lush greenery.

Moving through the vivid collage of live-action and 
photographic plates, she comes up close and points the lens 
of her camera straight at us.

JANE’S POV

Intricate plants. An orchid (or some other african plant) 
flowers. (Stop-frame).

JANE
Says another line of dialogue.

CUT TO:
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EXT. VICTORIA FALLS - DAY (ANIMATED)4 4

We are sweeping up through a familiar postcard image of the 
falls when suddenly JANE swings on a vine across the frame in 
front of the crashing water. She YODELS! The moment she exits 
frame, the rushing water literally -

MORPHS INTO:

A pride of LIONS hunkering over a kill. They are

EXT. AFRICAN SAVANNAH - DAY - ANIMATED5 5

JANE swings back into frame, and lands with a thump. Dust 
billows around her.

REVERSE ANGLE ON JANE- Behind her, a tent/research station 
appears.

Jane speaks with a mock-nature show voice.

JANE
(narrating/V.O.)

(baby cub)
These lions are perfectly adapted 
to their terrain. At the top of the 
food chain, they face little 
competition for the savannah’s 
limited natural resources. 

Jane smiles fondly at the lions. She turns and heads for

INT. TENT- CONTINUOUS- ANIMATED6 6

Inside: a sleeping bag, lantern hanging from above, books, 
and journals.

JANE
(narrating/V.O.)

The explorer’s temporary home.

She picks up a video camera, and holds the lens up to 
investigate her surroundings.

TITLE CARD: IN THIS PLACE7 7

CAMERA POV10 10

The red record button blinks over a black frame.

2.
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JANE (O.C.)
...shit...

END ANIMATION

INT. TENT- NIGHT9 9

The sounds inside this tent are more manufactured... they 
slowly transition to a lower-fi version of the opening jungle 
sounds.

CAMERA POV (\HANDHELD, LO-FI VIDEO)10 10

Jane removes the lens cap, and looks into the lens.

The camera is still recording. We see Jane’s distorted face 
wiping some invisible dirt off the lens.

INT. TENT- NIGHT (16MM, STEADY HAND-HELD)9 9

Jane, less professional than before, though with an obviously 
noble attempt to the contrary, sits inside a tent atop her 
sleeping bag.  Jungle/camping sounds. A bandana wrapped 
around her head is a sweatband ready to catch the first drop 
of perspiration. An REI-type lantern hangs from the inside 
tent frame. She finishes wiping the lens.

Jane brings the camera back up to her eye, clears her throat. 
She points the lens down to the book in her lap- an old 
textbook on East Africa. 

JANE
(in a normal voice)

Take... two.

CAMERA POV (LO-FI VIDEO)10 10

On the page is a portrait of the lion we saw in the opening 
sequence.

The camera inexpertly zooms into the lion.

JANE
(narrating)

In the farthest reaches of the 
darkest continent -- Africa -- our 
explorer must make a temporary 
home.
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The camera zooms out from the lion and traces the inside of 
the tent.

JANE (O.C.) (CONT’D)
No matter how long spent in the 
field, she will never be a 
permanent fixture in the savannah.

There is not much in the tent aside from wildlife books and 
manuals. On top is a book called “Getting the Love you Want.” 
Upon noticing this, Jane’s hand sweeps into frame & grabs the 
book,  deftly burying it under the others.

JANE (O.C.) (CONT'D)
But- this simple tent contains all 
she needs during months of 
intensive field work with the 
African Lions, whom we shall 
revisit shortly.

We hear rustling. A zipper. Jane is interrupted by a swift 
opening of the tent’s front door. Attack!

INT. TENT- NIGHT9 9

She slams off the tape recorder, terminating the jungle 
sounds.

CAMERA POV (VIDEO)10 10

The camera pulls back: A pair of legs fill the frame. The 
camera zooms in: A pair of knees, unmoving.

MARK (O.S.)
Hey Jane, can you clear out? 

(beat)
I got stuff I need to do.

Jane swings around. Zooms in to Mark.

JANE
Mark. The youngest lion, and the 
most dangerous, he never stopped 
tormenting the adopted cub.

MARK
You’re cramping my style.

She crawls out of the tent a bit. Zooms in to Harrison.
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JANE
And Harrison, a more peaceful 
animal, meditating his way through 
life.

MARK
I’m serious, Jane.

The camera swings back to Mark.

JANE
I’m filming.

MARK
It’s kind of hard getting anything 
done with you always around.

CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM- NIGHT11 11

The tent is crowded in the middle of a bedroom. *

INT. TENT- NIGHT9 9

JANE
(mostly to herself)

And it’s pretty hard getting 
anything done with YOU always 
interrupting.

INT. BEDROOM- NIGHT.11 11

Mark tilts his ear toward the tent. *

JANE
I’ve already done 11 take two’s and 
I’m almost out of tape!

MARK
Whatever. No one wants to see a 
movie of the inside of your tent.

Jane pokes her head out of the tent, looking out into the 
room.
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JANE
Well, if I could go to Africa for 
real, I wouldn’t have to make it 
up.

He throws his head back, growls silently to himself.

MARK
The sooner the better. 

Mark growls and stomps out of the room.

Jane looks hurt. She turns to Harrison for support.

Harrison continues to work on his yoga, his concentration 
unbroken.

Jane crawls over to him. Starts filming his pose.

JANE
(re. his pose)

What’s that one called?

JANE (CONT’D)
What’s his deal?

HARRISON
You are taking up a lot of space.

JANE
I want to stay here with you guys.

HARRISON
You’re obviously doing that, so 
what’s the problem?

JANE
(re. Mark)

You should say something.

HARRISON
You guys are both adults now.

JANE
You sound like Dad.

No response.

JANE (CONT’D)
What time is it over there? What do 
you think they’re doing right now? 

6.
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Can you imagine mom’s face when, 
like, a giraffe sticks its head in 
her kitchen window?

A loud yell O.S. brings Jane out of her reverie.

JANE (CONT'D) *
The three of us, sharing a room 
again- kind of like old times...

Mark comes back into the room and trips on the tent. 

MARK
You drank the last beer!

JANE
Sorry. I didn’t know it was yours.

MARK
And I guess you probably forgot 
that it wasn’t YOURS.

Mark flops onto the bottom bunk.

Harrison gets up. Begins rolling up his yoga mat.

Jane tries again.

JANE
I can’t believe mom and dad went on 
safari without me.

HARRISON
They’re not on safari, Jane. Dad’s 
working.

The sound of footsteps crunching on jungle ground.

EXT. AFRICA- DAY- ANIMATED12 12

Jane reaches a clearing in the jungle and peers through the 
leaves.

Off in the distance is an industrial landscape.

She leans in.

ZOOM TO:

Jane’s parents trek across an oil field/refinery with an 
American flag, stake it into the ground. Behind the refinery: 
a shantytown.
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JANE (O.C.)
Well, at least we still have each 
other.

INT. BEDROOM- NIGHT11 11

Jane smiles at her brothers.

On his bed, swallowed by his stash of stuff, Mark does 
another silent scream. 

MARK
I have to get out of here.

Jane grabs her binoculars and looks at him.

BINOCULAR P.O.V.

Mark, large and slightly distorted. Jane zooms in.

JANE  (V.O.)
I guess Mark wasn’t too thrilled 
with sharing an already-cramped 
room with his older sister.

Hawaiian plants and animals begin to fill the frame, covering 
up Mark.

JANE (V.0.) (CONT’D)

So he moved to Hawaii.

EXT. BEACH - DAY- ANIMATED13 13

Slow zoom out on Hawaiian foliage.

Mark lies on a towel, sunning.  Girls in bikinis lounge near 
him.

One of the girls applies sunscreen to Mark’s back.

As if it were binoculars: Un-focus the scene then focus to:

EXT. BRITISH MANOR - DAY14 14

JANE (V.O.)
Then Britain.
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Mark stands with one of the Hawaii girls in a lush back yard. 
He takes a swing at a croquet ball. 

Close-up on: The ball is put to a stop by another girl, who 
smiles at Mark.

INT. PUB- DAY15 15

JANE (V.O.)
before settling down in Prague.

Mark takes a swig of Budvar and wipes the foam from his 
mouth.

MARK
Splendid.

Pan over. He’s with the new British girl. Bastard.

JANE
We barely talk.

EXT. LONG ISLAND CITY- NEWTOWN CREEK SHORE- DAY16 16

Cars go by on the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway overpass. 
Distant traffic sounds.

Down below the highway, Harrison and two of his friends push 
a beat-up canoe into a dirty canal- Newtown Creek. 

JANE  (V.O.) 
Then Harrison left me alone in 
Texas. He moved to New York.

One hipster friend hands Harrison 5 bucks. They set off, Long 
Island City and its waste disposal system to the left, and 
Hipster North Brooklyn to the right. 

JANE  (V.O.) (CONT'D)
The constant explorer and 
entrepreneur, he’s since opened a 
tour guide business on the side of 
his successful career as an 
architect.

Jane stands on the opposite shore. She puts down her 
binoculars, and waves to her brother and the hipsters. Not 
seeing her, Harrison cuts on the motor and douses her with 
Newtown Creek sludge. 

The boat sets off into the distance... toward a post 
Industrial landscape.
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Jane stands there, frazzled. And soaked.

JANE  (V.O.) (CONT’D)
And me, I’m still in Texas. *

TEXAS MONTAGE 

EXT. TEXAS BACKYARD17 17

Jane, armed with croquet supplies, drives across the yard in 
a golf cart. It putters to a stop. The key goes into the 
ignition, to no avail. She gets out and pushes the cart out 
of frame.

EXT. POOL18 18

Jane gets into a canoe and it fills with water. We go

UNDERWATER with her.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. DESERT QUARRY- DAY19 19

Blue sky.  Below it, Jane films some really ugly lizards.  
She is the only trace of human existence in a vast and barren 
landscape.

JANE
The cnemidopherous lizard has been 
in decline since a recent quarry 
operation destroyed much of their 
habitat.

The sun blazes down on her. She crouches low, and the lizard 
stares back.

WOMAN’S VOICE (O.S.)
Lizards.

INT. OFFICE - DAY20 20

A National Science Foundation REP looks over some papers. She 
taps her pen on her desk.

REP
They’re just not cute.

Jane sits across from her, uncomfortable in a suit.
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REP (CONT’D)
You want your funding, you have to *
give me something that cures *
cancer. Or something really cute. *

JANE
Cute?

REP
The investors. They like the cute 
stuff. Pandas, tree frogs with big 
eyes. (IMPROV) They won’t even 
consider your project unless it’s 
cute. How did you get in here by 
the way? You’re research seemed a 
little... amateur.

JANE
Since when does research need to be 
cute?

REP *
Where have you been? Cute sells. 

JANE
Cute, huh? Is that what we’ve come 
to? Material goods and desires over 
social responsibility? Exploitation 
and human greed over animal rights?

She knows she has no chance of getting funding from anyone in 
the room... and possibly from anyone at all.

REP
(continuing the rant)

It’s what gets the laundry done. It 
makes the world go round. (IMPROV)

Jane can’t believe what she’s hearing. Is this woman for 
real?

JANE
Cuteness and superficiality over 
meaningful content?

REP
We all need to make a living, Jane.

(beat)
Have you ever considered modelling?

(beat)
You’re pretty cute.
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She pulls her safari hat out from her bag and puts it on. She 
addresses the camera.

JANE 
I need to get out of this place.

REP
Oh, and by the way- that lizard you 
filmed- it’s not endangered. My son 
has one of those. Used to have two, 
but... it got eaten. They’re pets, 
Jane, pets.

(beat)
Here’s a contact at a modelling 
agency. Good friend. Look him up. I 
think you need a new path.

INT. BEDROOM- NIGHT.21 21

Two photographs of surreal landscapes. Jane is lying on her 
bed, looking at the photos.  She closes one eye, focuses. 
Closes the other eye, focuses. They look the same. A phone is 
lying against her ear.

We see the same bedroom as earlier, only now a web of strings 
spans the room. Along the strings hang color prints and 
magazine cutouts, all similarly surreal. Their bright colors 
contrast the flat coloring in the room. There is no sign of 
the tent, yoga mat, or bunk bed, but some remnants of the 
earlier room remain.

She puts the photos down and holds up a mirror. Models for 
herself. 

HARRISON
(voicemail message)

I’m not here. Leave me a message. *

Jane sits there, not leaving a message. Puts the mirror down.

INT. KITCHEN- NIGHT22 22

She shuffles to the fridge, opens it, reaches in. The fridge 
is empty, save a gallon of milk and cereal box. She picks up 
the cereal box and realizes it’s empty. Closes the door. 
There are several postcards and pictures tacked to the front. 
She pauses for a moment and looks at the photos of her family 
members.
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INT. BEDROOM- NIGHT.23 23

Jane cuts up all the postcards and pictures of her family.

Takes down the photos in her room.

Reaches under her bed and dusts off her Africa books. 

Starts cutting things out from the pages. 

Turns her camera onto herself, hits record, starts focusing.

INT. SMALL APARTMENT- PRAGUE- MORNING/AFTERNOON24 24

Mark is asleep on his makeshift bed, an old sleeping bag. His 
room is spare. Tangled, sweating in his sheets. Obviously in 
no hurry to get out the door.

A knock at the door wakes him up. Slightly.

The postman says something in Czech.

Mark groggily goes to the door, and the postman hands him a 
package.

INT. HOUSE- ANGOLA- DAY25 25

Close up on the package. It’s from Jane. 

Jane’s mom opens it up. It’s a VHS tape.

MRS. STAMPE *
When’s our next R&R trip? We could 
take it with us, maybe watch in the 
hotel...

MR. STAMPE *
I think the Mbutus have a VCR...

They look to the window. A GUARD stands outside.

INT. MANHATTAN ARCHITECTURE FIRM- NIGHT26 26

Harrison looks disheveled after a long day at the office. 
Next to his work is the tape from Jane. He takes the tape to 
the conference room and puts it in the player.

An image of Jane pops up on the television. 
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INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT27 27

Jane looks into the lens. Earnest, yet aware.

JANE (V.O.)
I always wanted to go on an 
adventure.

She focuses the camera, making sure it’s sharp.

JANE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I imagined myself as a lone 
explorer. But what’s the point of 
seeing things if you can’t share 
them with someone?

Jane leans toward the camera and takes it off the tripod. She 
starts walking around the room. We stay close on her face.

EXT. JANE’S HOUSE28 28

She goes outside, gets in her car and starts the engine.

Jane speaks to the camera.

JANE
Jane Goodall had Derek Bryceson. 
Mary Kingsley travelled with Lady 
MacDonald.

EXT. TEXAS - ANIMATED29 29

Jane drives through the city streets. The scenery transitions 
as she drives, from urban to rural, and eventually to exotic. 
Similar to the scene at the beginning of the film, Jane is an 
adventurer, though now coming to collect her family from all 
the corners of the globe that they exist.

She drives past the desert landscape, home of the lizards.

JANE
And me...

The landscape makes a few transitions before settling on New 
York.

JANE (CONT'D)
I have you.
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INT. ARCHITECTURE FIRM- NIGHT30 30

Suddenly, Jane swings into the office on a vine. She grabs 
Harrison, who handles it with his usual calm. He snatches up 
his yoga mat as they swoop out of frame.

JANE
And Mark.

INT. PRAGUE APARTMENT - MORNING31 31

Mark scratches his head. Looks at the tape. 

EXT. OCEAN - DAY - ANIMATED32 32

Jane and Harrison ride on his yoga mat, like a magic carpet. 
They cross the ocean, pass Big Ben and the Eiffel Tower.

INT. PRAGUE APARTMENT - MORNING35 35

The yoga mat swoops in. Jane throws the vine down to Mark. He 
(possibly adds something unique to his character and) grabs 
on.

EXT. VARIOUS LANDSCAPES - ANIMATED36 36

They continue travelling, and the landscape passes through 
Sahara-like desert, Congo-like jungle, and ends in front of 
her parent’s house and the oil rig.

JANE
And Mom and Dad.

INT. HOUSE- ANGOLA- DAY37 37

Her parents look out the window. The GUARD stands beside 
them, and waves to Harrison, Mark and Jane, who are in the 
sky on their magic carpet.

EXT. SKY- DAY - ANIMATED38 38

JANE
We’re going on safari.

*

TITLE: IN THIS PLACE
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SHORT CREDITS

EXT. JUNGLE, FALLS, SAVANNAH- DAY39-41 39-41

We see the animation from the beginning of the film, though 
now the whole family marvels at the jungle, swings across the 
falls, and settles to watch the lions. The GUARD leads the 
way.

Jane films them.

END CREDITS

ADDED SCENES:

REACTION SHOTS of MARK, HARRISON, and MR. & MRS. STAMPE with 
the GUARD watching Jane’s video.
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Appendix 2: Before and After Shots 
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